Intra-myocardial cusp waves and their manifestation in optical mapping signals.
The rotating fiber orientation within the cardiac wall substantially affects the electrical propagation and can cause intra-myocardial cusp waves. Numerical simulations have shown that the cusps form in layers where propagation is perpendicular to the fiber orientation and lead to complex wave front morphologies. They can travel across layers and break through at the epi- or endocardial surfaces where they cause apparent accelerations of propagation. The validation of these results remains a major experimental challenge. In the present study, we investigate both computationally and experimentally how intramural cusp waves can be detected using optical imaging. Our simulations show that cusps alter the optical upstroke morphology and can be detected well before they reach the surface (up to 1 mm deep). Experiments in Langendorff-perfused guinea pig hearts are consistent with our numerical findings.